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4. Phase three

Three types of plants may reach inspection phase three:
Plants showing verification 
inspection phases, anomalies i n the -first twosuch as

detected residues o-f prohibited chemicals; 
detected traces o-f plant modi -f i cat i on 
inspection ; prior to the
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foliowing steps may be considered for phase-3 inspection 
activities:

the
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on-site analysis 
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In case that the inspection team 
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unsatisfactory, 
whether or not a 
pi ace, the inspection 
activities under phase four.
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otherwise 
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The second 
al terations 
been :

type of plant to 
were detected. Such

consider is one where 
alterations might have

clean-out activities including decontamination; 
- physical replacements of equipments in place.

For a typical industrial chemical plant, it seems 
reasonable to assume that an inspection team may face one 
of the following situations which 
for the inspectors: would generate signals

- plant under routine overhaul (i.e. , non-producing)
- repair operations after accidents etc.
- routine clean-out to prepare for new production
— recently started new production cycle
— other routine maintenance operati ons
Given the time requirements of 
certainly will be challenge inspections, it 

to discriminate suchpossib 1e


